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Mechanical oscillations of an oxidizing agent
over a mercury surface
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ABSTRACT:     A drop of a solution of potassium dichromate and sulphuric acid was placed on the surface of
mercury around an iron needle immersed in the mercury. We observed circular, as well as irregularly swirling
oscillations of this drop. We could explain this phenomenon as follows. Electrochemical oscillations occur at
the iron-solution interface; these cause oscillations of the potential at the drop’s bottom, and thus of the
drop’s shape by virtue of electrocapillarity. Our measurements allowed us to determine the surface tension
and the capacity of the double-layer at the mercury-solution interface, as functions of voltage. We observed
and explain a much faster electrical loading, as compared to the unloading, of the double-layer. Furthermore,
we observed a negative differential electrical capacity.
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INTRODUCTION

The setup we present in this work is related to the
setup of the well-known beating mercury heart 1-5. The
latter (Fig. 1a), consists of a mercury drop and an iron
needle, both covered by an oxidizing solution S. The
oxidation of the mercury causes the mercury’s surface
to become positively charged and thus its surface
tension to decrease. This causes a flattening of the
mercury drop, which allows contact of the mercury
drop with the iron. The iron neutralizes the charge at
the mercury’s surface, so that the initial situation shown
in the scheme in Fig. 1a is recovered; i.e. one beating
cycle is completed.

The setup in this work is illustrated in Fig. 1b. A drop
of the oxidizing solution is placed on a mercury-surface,
while an iron needle is constantly in contact with both
the mercury and the solution. A beating of the drop of
solution is observed. As we will describe below, this
phenomenon is mechanistically different to the beating
mercury heart since the drop of solution is driven, in
the present case, by electrochemical processes at the
sustained iron-solution contact surface.

In this work we will first give details of the setup and
will describe how to get self-oscillations started. We
will then present the observations of the mechanical
and of the electrical oscillations. Then, we will induce
changes in the radius of the drop by applying voltage
steps on the system. It will be shown that the increase
of the radius, as the voltage drops, is much slower than
the decrease of the radius as the voltage rises; this
relaxation asymmetry is also observed for the self-

oscillations. Next, we will determine the surface tension
of the mercury in contact with the solution, the charge
of the mercury surface and the capacity of the mercury-
solution double-layer, as functions of voltage (For
information on electrical double-layers, see Ref. 6).
Using our measurements, we will then explain the
relaxation asymmetry.

MATERIALS, METHODS AND MEASUREMENTS

A watch glass with diameter15 cm was filled with
mercury up to a central height of 13 mm. The oxidizing
solution contained K

2
Cr

2
O

7
 (1.16 mM) and H

2
SO

4
 (7

M). The surface tension of this solution (in contact with
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Fig 1. Schemes of the experimental setups for the beating
mercury heart (a) and for the beating oxidizing solution
drop described in this work (b). S: Oxidizing solution.
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air), as measured with a capillary tube, is σ
SA

 = 70.5 dyn/
cm. A drop (volume D = 0.2 ml) of this solution was
poured around an iron needle (length: 40 mm; diameter:
1 mm), which had been placed vertically through the
mercury at its center (see Fig. 1b). The shape of the
drop self-organized symmetrically as a circle around
this needle.

Fig. 2a shows a scheme of the setup we used to start
oscillations. Fig. 2b shows schematically a typical
current-voltage characteristic of a metal-electrolyte
system 7,8, such as that shown in Fig. 2a. Between the
points A and B in Fig. 2b (“activity” regime), corrosion
takes place, i.e. iron goes into solution: 2 2Fe Fe e+ −→ + .
Between the points C and D (“passivity” regime), a non-
conducting film forms on the iron. This film consists
of 4FeCrO  for our chemical components 9. The so-
called “transpassivity” regime, between points D and E
is not relevant for the present work. One expects
electrochemical oscillations in the vicinity of point C 7,8.
In order to obtain self-oscillations, we slowly increased
the voltage U  (see Figs. 2a and 2b) upwards until we
reached the passivity regime, i.e. that at which no
current I  flows. Then, we carefully changed U  up and
down, until we hit the value CU  (close to C in Fig. 2b)
at which autonomous oscillations occur. For the type
of setup we used, we found CU  to be between1 4. V  and
1 8. V .

The electrode 2Pt  can be removed after oscillations
have started. We shall therefore disregard 2Pt  in the
rest of this work and we will consider U  to be a measured

or an applied voltage. We shall henceforth describe the
system by the simplified equivalent-circuit diagram
shown in Fig. 2c. The double layer that forms at the
mercury-solution interface 6 is characterized by the
capacitor dC , the resistance dR  and the potential dU ;
the rest of the system is lumped together in the resistance
R . CI  and dI  are the currents in the double-layer. rI  

is
the current between Fe  and 1Pt .

Our measured autonomous oscillations are
exemplified in Fig. 3a. The observed sharp recurrent
peaks are very similar to those in previous reports of
oscillations on metal-electrolyte interfaces 8-13. As one
can see in Fig. 3b, which is a blown up small interval of
Fig.3a, our electrochemical oscillations are
synchronized with the mechanical oscillations. The
latter are described by the radius r  of the drop, which
is shown on the same figure and which was determined
by hand from video images of the drop on the monitor.
We observe a slow increase of r after the voltage U
drops and a comparatively fast decrease of r  after the
rise of U. Fig. 4 shows the drop, as registered by a video
camera from above. Fig. 4a shows circular drops, which
are well-centered at the iron, occuring during the first
5-10 min  after starting the experiments. Fig. 4b shows
distortions ocurring later on, as the chemical
composition changes (reduction of               to Cr3+, as
well as dissolution of iron into Fe2+; see Ref. 9). Note that
thePt

2
 electrode and its support (only needed to get

oscillations started) were removed in Fig.4b. Note also
that H

2
 is produced by the chemical reaction, accounting

for the white spots (bubbles) in Fig. 4. In the present
work, we considered only measurements within the
first 5 min (circular drop’s shape, as in Fig. 4a).

Fig 2.     (a) Scheme of the measuring configuration in the present
work. (b) Typical current-voltage characteristic for
passivity-activity transitions at a metal-electrolyte
interface. (c) Simplified equivalent-circuit scheme of
the system without Pt

2
.

Fig 3. (a) Measured oscillations of the potential U.
(b) Enlarged interval of the oscillations of U (continu-
ous curve) and corresponding oscillations of the drop’s
radius r (dashed curve).

2
2 7Cr O −
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Fig 4.     Observed oscillations of the drop of oxidizing solution
on the mercury surface. (a) Circular, well-centered shapes
at times 0.52, 1.02, 1.52, 2.02, 2.52 and 3.02 s. (b)
Irregularly swirling shapes after ≈10 min at times 31.8,
32.3, 32.8, 33.3, 33.8 and 34.3 s.

(a)                          (b)(a)                          (b)(a)                          (b)(a)                          (b)(a)                          (b)

t = 0.52 s                                 t = 31.8 s

t = 1.02 s                                 t = 32.3 s

t = 2.02 s                                 t = 33.3 s

t = 3.02 s                                 t = 34.3 s

t = 2.52 s                                 t = 33.8 s

t = 1.52 s                                 t = 32.8 s

Fig 5. (a) Measured responses of the drop’s radius r  and the
current I

r
 to imposed voltage steps of the voltage U.

(b) Measured drop’s radius r vs. the voltage U
d
.

(c) Measured current I
r 
≈ I

d
 vs. U

d
.

For a quantitative analysis of the dynamics of the
drop, we measured the relaxation of its radius after
turning the voltage on and off, as shown in Fig. 5a. For
this, we replaced Fe by Pt and applied voltages U (see
Fig. 2a); Pt

2
 was removed. Comparing Fig. 5a (driven

system) and Fig. 3b (autonomous system), we have
now a clear indication that,  in the self-oscillatory
regime, the electrochemical oscillations drive the
mechanical oscillations.

Additional data for quantification was obtained by
determining the drop’s radius r, as well as the current
I

d
, as functions of the voltage U

d
 at the double-layer.

Note that r is uniquely defined by U
d
 by virtue of the

electrocapillarity properties of the drop. Note also that
shortly before switching the potential up or down (see
Fig. 5a), U = U

d
.  U

d 
 then  changes in time, as C

d
 is loaded

(or unloaded) and approaches a steady state when
I

C
 = 0. r follows the temporal changes of U

d
, as shown

in Fig. 5a.
In order to measure r(U

d
) and I

d
(U

d
), excluding the

relaxation of U
d
, we monitored r and I

d
 by quasistatically

increasing U at a very slow rate, namely 1V/min. (Note
that we increased U, since we had seen in Fig. 5a that
the relaxation for upward steps of U  are faster than
those for downward steps). The radius of the drop was
again determined by hand from video-images on the
monitor. We assumed that R << R

d
 (this will be confirmed

by evaluations below), so that the applied potential U
can be set equal to the potential U

d
 over the double-

layer. The measured dependence of r on U
d
 is shown in

Fig. 5b. The steps in Fig. 5b are caused by the limited
resolution of our video tool. We found that the
evaluation of Fig. 5b at U

d
  > 1.7 V,  at the “shoulder”

on the right of the figure, yields results that are not
compatible with the rest of this work. Having no
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                                                                                (3)

where the second, negative term may dominate
over the first. We found this phenomenon for U

d
 
 
> 1.65 V,

for example  for U
d
 
 
= 1.69 V.

We now want to comment on the asymmetric
changes in r, as shown in Fig. 5a. Shortly before the
voltage U increases in Fig. 5a, steady state can be
assumed. U

d  
= 1.14 V and Fig. 5c tells us that I

d 
≈ 0. This

current shut-off at the mercury-solution double-layer
remains for a short time after the voltage is increased.
Therefore I

C  ≈ I
r
, i.e. the capacitor C

d 
is loaded only with

the current passing through R. A measurement of the
sharp decrease of r with higher temporal resolution
than in Fig. 5a (r is determined by U

d
 and is thus an

indicator for the loading) yielded a characteristic
loading time τ

L 
≈ 0.04s. Considering C

d
 ≈ 20 µF/cm2

(Fig.6b) and r ≈ 9.9 mm  (Fig.5b), we can estimate
R  ≈ τ

L
(C

d
πr2)-1  ≈  650 Ohm.   Comparing R with the

resistances derived from Fig. 5c, we thus confirm
R << R

d
.

The situation is different for the abrupt decrease
of U in Fig. 5a. Shortly before this decrease, steady state
holds. Shortly after the decrease, U

d
 ≈ 1.84 V and

U ≈ 1.14 V; thus the potential across R is U
r
 ≈ 1.14 V -

1.84 V  = -0.71V. For this voltage, we found that no
detectable current rI  flows through R. (This can also be
seen in the left lower part of Fig. 5a). We assume that
this current shut-off is related to the double-layer at
the Pt-solution interface; such a shut-off has been
reported in other works involving Pt.15,16 Therefore,
the capacitor C

d
 unloads over R

d
. We can estimate the

unloading timeτ
U
 considering R

d 
 ≈ 9.2 kOhm (Fig.5c at

U = 1.84 V), C
d
 ≈ 25 µF/cm2 (Fig. 6b) and r ≈ 7 mm (Fig.

5b at U = 1.84 V). We obtain τ
U
 = R

d
C

d
πr2 ≈ 0.3s, in

satisfactory agreement with the measured
characteristic time indicated by r( t )  in the upper left
of Fig. 5a. It is remarkable that the observed loading-
unloading asymmetry holds not only for imposed
voltage jumps between Pt electrodes (Fig. 5a), but also
for the self-oscillations with the iron needle, which are
illustrated in Fig. 3b.

DISCUSSION

We have observed irregular electrochemical
oscillations at an iron-electrolyte system. While both
periodical and aperiodical oscillations have been
reported in the literature 8-13,17, we did not obtain
periodical oscillations. One reason may be the variations
in time of the area of the iron-solution interface in our
case; another reason may be a feedback to the iron
from the mercury-solution double-layer. It has been

explanation for this “shoulder”, we performed the
evaluations leading to Fig. 6b with the restriction U

d
  <

1.7 V. Fig. 5c shows a typical Butler-Volmer current-
voltage dependence 2 with strong shut-off of the current
at low voltages.14

EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS

We call σ
SA 

the surface tension of the solution-air
interface,σ

MA
 the surface tension of the mercury-air

interface and σ
MS

  the surface tension of the mercury-
solution interface. We will do the evaluations using an
approximate surface energy analysis. For this we make
the rough assumption that the drop has the shape of
a flat cylinder with radius r and height h. We neglect the
surface tension at the electrodes-solution interfaces.
We consider that σ

SA
 is given by dW / dA, where W is

the work done by the system to change the solution-
air area A = πr2 + 2D/rA. The volume D of the drop is
constant. If a change dr of the radius occurs, the work
done by the system is

                                                                      (1)

The first term at the right of Eq. 1 is gravitational
work as the height at the center of mass changes by
dh = -Ddr/πr3. The second term is the work done against
the force 2 MS MAr( )π σ σ− at the circular curve shared
by air, solution and mercury, at the lower edge of the
cylinder. Considering 22 2dA rdr Ddr / rπ= − , Eq. 1
permits one to determine SA dW / dAσ = . Elimination
of MSσ  in this last equation then renders

2

3 2 4
1

2MS MA SA

gDD

r r

ρ
σ σ σ

π π
⎛ ⎞= + − −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

         (2)

σ
SA

 = 70.5 dyn/cm was given by our measurements
with a capillary tube.σ

SA
 = 471 dyn/cm is given in the

literature and is considered a constant here, assuming
that σ

MA
 is unaffected by the electrical charge at the

drop. Inserting the measured dependence dr(U ) , as
given by Fig. 5b, in Eq. 2 yielded σ

MS 
 as a function of dU

(electrocapillarity curve), which we show in Fig. 6a.
The charge q  per unit area of the double-layer is given
by q = -dσ

MS 
/ dU

d
. q is shown in Fig. 6b as a function of

U
d
, as determined by differentiation of a spline function

approximation of the plot shown in Fig. 6a. Such a
procedure was also used to differentiate  in Fig.
6b in order to obtain d dC dq / dU= , where dC  is the
differential capacity of the double-layer. The resulting

dC , as a function of dU , is shown in Fig. 6b. An interesting
outcome is the fact that the total differential capacity

ddQ / dU , where 2Q q rπ= , can assume negative values.
In fact, an increase in dU  causes a shrinkage of the
capacitor’s size, which may reduce Q . More precisely,

( )2

2 2d
d d d

d qrdQ dr
r C qr

dU dU dU
π π π= = +

2

3
2 MS MA

D g
dW dr ( )rdr

r

ρ
π σ σ

π
= + −

dq(U )

15ddQ / dU Fµ= −
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shown before that oscillations of the mercury beating
heart can be driven by externally imposed electrical
oscillations18,19. Analogously, we have driven the system
externally (Fig. 5a). We have also shown in our
experiments that the mechanical oscillations can be
caused by internal self-oscillations (Fig. 3b). Note that
while the chemical reactions as well as the
electrocapillarity phenomena, are analogous to those
of the beating mercury heart, the mechanical oscillator
in the present case is not a mercury drop, but a drop
of oxidizing solution. The analysis of the mechanical
oscillations allowed us to determine the
electrocapillarity curve (Fig. 6a), which (excepting the
unexplained “shoulder” at the extreme right) has a
similar shape as curves reported in the literature 4,6,17.
Also, we could determine the double-layer charge q
and the differential capacity C

d
 (Fig. 6b). The values

of q and C
d
 are comparable to those reported by

Grahame 6 for mercury surfaces in presence of other
electrolytes, who reported values of C

d
  between 5 and

90 µF/cm2 and q below 20 µC/cm2. Nevertheless, our
values may have to be corrected considering that the
surface tension could not only be affected by the
potential but also by the chemical composition of the
double layer (fraction of Cr3+  in our case).6

We want to stress that all voltages appearing in the
present work are defined as potential differences
between Pt  and Pt, or between Pt and Fe. This should
be kept in mind, when comparing with measurements
using standard electrodes, as found in the literature.

A remarkable result of the present work is the
existence of a negative capacity. To our knowledge, this
is the first experimental observation of a negative d.c.
total differential capacity. Finally we want to point out
that the beating of the oxidant drop permits one to
follow electrochemical oscillations easily with the bare
eye, thus being a comfortable visualization method of
such oscillations.
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Fig 6. (a) Electrocapillarity curve: surface tension σ
MS 

at the
mercury-solution interface vs. the potential U

d
 over the

double layer, as determined from the measurements
shown in Fig. 5b. (b) Charge per unit area q at the drop’s
bottom, as determined from (a) and differential
capacity C

d
 = dq/dU

d
 of the corresponding double-layer.




